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Abstact
Fixed im)estment as a share of GDP has
declined over a long period in many Gl}
countries. Ihe aim of the paper is to provide
a theoretical framework for explatning this.
The model emphasises the negative effect on
investment of unceftainty about the efects of
a pohcy response to an output gap. When
government contlacts demand to close an
output gap that is the result of an initial
decline in fxed investment, it tends to exert a
cumulative depressive effect on capacity and
growh. Since this involves a dynamic
process the mechanisms at work are
illustrated through a theoretical simulation
approach.

L fnfioduction
Fixed inveshnent as a share of GDP has
declined over a long period, falling by about
tkee p€rcentage points in the G10 countries
since the 1960s.'z There are many possible
explanations for this decline in investment
output ratios. On a benign view, fixed capital
productivity may have risen in the short run
due to greater utilisation, allowing a short-run
rise in ouQut with little capital groxth.3 (DTI
1996, Davies 1996).

A less relaxed view would shess increased
difficulty in privately appropriating profit, or
increased risk, as features inhibiting fixed
investment. On this view, the social retum to
investnent may be higher than the private

retum, implying that economic growth is
rnvestment constrained. One of the reasons
why investnent constraints have not excited
more interest is that there is fairly strong
evidence that the accelerator relationship
works well at the aggregate level. Put
differently, if ouhut rises, there is little to
worry about with regard to inveshnent.a
Although there is some evidence that the
incremental capital output ratio is declining,
the robut acceleratorrelationship may appear
to suggest that gro,lth is not constrained by a
lack of capital, except perhaps in the short
run. In the long run any constaint is
generally argued to arise in respect of demand
or profitability. Moreover, since invesfrnent is
but a relatively sfirall component of demand,
its role in growth, as far as the demand side is
concemed, is often regarded as passive.5

The response to these criticisms from those
who regard investrnent as having a causal role
in gro*th has been to focus on the supply
side influence of capital accumulation (Cosh
et al 1996i Mayes and Young 1993). The
story here is familiar. There is a transitory
boost to growth from capital deepening, even
in the neoclassical model. With plausible
parameter values, this can last for several
decades. The effect can be stonger with scale
economies or leaming by doing. The effect
can even be permanent under new growth
theory, e.g. with external economies of scale.
Even without extemal benefits, more
inveshnent can increase srowth if there are
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non-mi ket impediments to investment such
as non-neuhal taxation or asymmetric
inforrnation in the provision of fmance; or if
technical progress is embodied.

The empirical relevance of this long-run
supply-side approach is controversial (de

Long and Summers 1992; Clarke 1993;
Dowrick 1995; Blomstrom et al 1996; Oulton
and Youmg 1996). One highly contested issue

is which forns of invesbnent are most likely
to be characterised by extemal benefits, e.g.

capital deepening (equipmen|, infrastructurs,
or some more general category of 'broad
capital'.

2. Investment and capilal shortage
In this paper we pursue a supply-side
approach based not on capital deepening but
capital widening. We argue that a divergence
between priyate and social retums which
results in a shorfall in plant capacity can have
a long-run effect on growth. This posurlated
growth effect is quite independent of any
assumptions with regard to enhanced
e{frciency of new capital vintages which tends
to dominate the supply-side approach to
investrnent-led grovth. It is also independent
of any externalities such as spillovers of
market information from firms who are first
to expand.

The argument advanced here is known in
the literature as the capacity shortage
approach and there are conllicting views as to
how important it is (Dreze and Bean 1990,
Bean and Gavosto 1990, Rowthorn 1995). In
principle, inadequate capital formation may
bring about inllationary pressure either
directly or by its effects on wage pressur€.

In this paper we simulate the performance
of a stylised economy in which capital
shortage €m€rges as risk rises as a result of
policy intervention. The resultant output gap
and associated inllationary pressure is m6t by
deflationary policy. Since the operation of this

policy can in tum increase the level of risk, it
is possible that there will be a dounward
spiral in investment and ouput growth- The
argument may be made in three stages.

First, the capacity stance, Z, is defined as

the ratio of capacity to expected demand.6 A
loose capacity stance indicates that firms are
plaruring to hold exoess capacity as they are
oprimistic about the future. This encourages
them to invest. In contrast, a tight stance

indicates that firms are not willing to take the
risk of invesulent; rather firey are prepared to
forego potential eamings as they are uncertain
about tle prospects of futrre denand. These
propositions follow from the theoretical
premise that the capacity stance depends
positively on expected unit Fofitabil$ and -
unless profitability is very high - negatively
on the risk of the investment projoct. (Nickell
1978; Airyinger 1987; Driver and Moreton
1991, 1992).1 A rise in the expecied
profitability of inveshent will oonvince firms
to adopt a loose stance whereas an increase in
the perceivedrisk of inveshent will generally
induce firms to adopt a tig;ht stance.E

Since the focus of this paper is on risk ard
on the cumulative effect of short-run
dlnamics we will take expected profiability
as given and focus on the effect of risk on the
capacity stance. We formalise these views in
the following equations

z=K/Eln (r)

z=z(o\ , z' lol <0 (2)

where Z, the capacity stance, is defined as the
ratio of capital (K) to the expected level of
output ()t) and where Z depends negatively on
risk (o).

Second, we r€present economic pollcy by
a sinple counter-inllationarystance, where the
output g p, G, represented by the
propodionate gap between demand and
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capacity is targeted in a simple manner. When
the gap exceeds a certain tbreshold, Z,
goverffnent injects or withdraws a quantum of
demand (0). While obviously a simplification,
this policy rule mimics the more sophisticaled
rules implicit in major economic models such
as that ofthe National Institute (Young 1992).
The output gap is defined as above as:

6= 1ay-K) lR (3)

where aI is the required capacity to produce
Y.

The simulated policy response is an
inoement of a quantum X to danand, where:

,f=O, ifG>T ; 11= -6, it6<.T (4)

Thir4 while demand is stochastic even
without govemment policy, the main cause of
risk in this paper is the action of government
policy. Risk is assumed to result from the
effects of a policy action in preceding periods.

It is knowtr that the dispersion of year
ahead forecasts across forecasting teams
depends on volatility of the forecast variable,
forecast error and instability in the distribution
of demand between its coryonents. (Driver
and Moreton 1992). All of these will be
inlluenced by policy changes and rmcertainty
is thus likely to rise iffespective of the
direction of the policy shift.

o=d(Qr,...Ot) (5)

In order to keep the inlluence of uncertainty
simple and transparent we model an uncertain
effect to occur if policy is operative in either
of the last two periods.

Before describing the model in more detail,
some other assumptions are introduced for
convenience but are not ess€ntial to the
model. Firstly, since this is a supply-side
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model, demand will simply be represented in
the absence of govemment policy by a

stochastic process with given parameters. Any
variation in invesEnent behaviour is not
shown as impacting on that demand, given the
supply side focus. Secondly, the under\ing
profitability of demand is not assumed to vary
over time, though the required rate of return,
which affects the capacity stance, is affected
by the extent of risk.

3. Ihe simulation model
A simple but serviceable cost-of-adjushnent
model of investonent is analysed in Blanchard
and Fischer (1989). Firms are assumed to
minimise a target co6t (IQ, recorded as the
sum of a cost pamlty for disequilibrium
production and an inshllation cost with a

penalty for rapid adjustnent.

?c=0.5 (aYr-Kt) 2+0.5b(rt) 2 (6)

where K is capital, I is ouput and 1 is gross
investnenl The usual degeciation condition
applies:

Kt=(1_6)Kt_r+r. (7)

where 6 is the depreciation rate.
Using a discount rate, 0, Blanchard and

Fischer show that the solution of this model is
of the form:

Kt=r\rr-r+ (aI/ (b(1-6) ) )

x ( {I/ t1+o} )'EI Yt.rltl (8)

where ?', is a calculable root depending otr
b,0,6 and 0<1.<0.

4. The simulation
A base case of the simulation is run using just
equation 8. In this base case there is no
inlluence of uncertainty on the investrnent
equation. Neither is any cormter-inllationary
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policy rule applied. The construction of the
expected ouFut sunmation in equation 8 is
based on an estimaied annual ARMA model
for manufacturing output for the UK over the
period 1970 to 1995. Using variable deletion
tests, the best representatiol was found to be:

Y.=1 . 558 Y._.-1 . 02 y._z+o. 465yr-3 (9)

The parameters for the base c|rs€ af,e set as
follows:

a=l; h=2.5; 6=0.06' 0=0.1' N=100

The result is charted in Figure I for output
and simulated capital.

Capital input tracks output fairly well,
though the adjusbneat cost is severe enough
to maintain an output gap for several periods.
Furthermore, it appears frorn the simulation
that capital shortage occurs more often than
capital surplus. This would appear to be due
to the nature of the cyclical movement in
ouFut, urhere it is much more likely that the
upswiflg is of longer duration than the
downswing. The effect of fhis is that capital
lags output for a longer period in the upewing
thus causing the mean output gap (G) to be
positive.

Next, equation 8 is supplemented with the
feedback rule from the autput gap to policy
action (equations 3,4), Specifically, there is a
threshold output gap of 5 per cent which if
exceeded in either direction results in policy
becoming operative. At this stage, there is no
further feedback to the desired capacip
stance, or to the speed of adjustnent, as a
result of the policy operation (equations
r,2,s).

The results of this modifications are shown
in Figure 2. The contrast.with Figure t is not
marked, as there are only a limited number of
periods where policy is operative, mostly

aimed at correcting excess demand, giving the
asymmetry in the cycle noted earlier.

Equation 8 was firrther amended io
incorporale an influence of uncertainty arising
from the operation of policy, on investnent.
There are two modes in which investnent can
be affecied. Fixst, the desired capital output
nno (Q may be lowered by replacing
pafameter a wilh ua where a<1. This
corresponds directly to equations (1,2).
Second, the speed of adjustment panmeter 6
(and therefore l,) may be altered without
affecting the firm's desired long-run capacity
stance. In this case only the dynamics of Z are
directly affected by uncertainty, though
hysteresis may be present due to the effect of
possible capiral shortage. In this paper we
focus on the second and weaker of the two
influences because we suspect that it will be
more widely accepted that such an influence
exists. The result of a fifty percent increase in
D, triggered by the operation of policy is
shown in Figure 3. The desired and actual
capital fo'r th€ standard b of 2.5 from Figure
2 are shown along with the modified path
rmder the feedback de which increases D in
respons€ to the operation of policy. It can be
seen that actual capital with the uncertainty
effect traclG lower than without the
arnendn€nl Furthermore, the effect is
cumulative in that the lower capital input is
more likely to raise ouput gaps beyond the
threshold, triggering deflationary poliry. Put
differe,ntly, the output gap and policy reaction
feed off each other to reinforce slower
growth. The cumulative effect is seen in
Figure 3 where the disparity betwee,n the two
capital stocks is up to t€n percent points
towards the end of the simulation period. It
is doubttirl whether an econometric analSnis
of the ex-post capital and output data could
uncover the subtle natufe of the simulated
relationship, Certainly the series will be
coinGgrated, grven the way in which the
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capital stock has been constructed. But the
real interest lies in the systematic downward
bias to both series.

5, Concluding comments
The model used above is intended to be
illustrative rather than descriptive. A number
of important macroeconomic links have been
omitted so that the basic point can emerge
more clearly. In particular there is no pnce
flexibility in the model !o ameliorate the
downward slide in inveshnent. In a closed
economy we could expect a drop in real
wages to compensaie for the capacity
pressure, allowing expansionary policy to re-
emerge. The model is therefore intended to
indicate tendential movement only, The
simulation illustrates how, under plausible
paxameter values, the effects of cautious
capacity commitment and policy feedback can
combine to exert a cumulative d€Dr€ssive
effect on capacity and growth.

Endnotes

l. Imperial College, Management School.
We would like to thank two referees for
helpful comments on an earlier draft.

2. For a corsideration of the mvestnent
perfofinanc€ of Europe and the UK, see

Ford and Poret (1991); Mayes and Young
(1993), Kitson and Michie (1996), Bond
and Jenkinson ( I 966), and Cuthbertson and
Gasparo (1995).

3. The long-run position is, however, more
complex; in full general equilibrium the
direction of change in capital inputs would
depend on substitution and demand
elasticities. In the Bank of England
Quarterly Bulletin, February 1996, the
lone-run fall in inveshnent is attributed to

slower technical progress, connected with
the end of post-war r€consfuction in
Europe and Japan (p.54).

4. There may of course be a savings problem
such as is alleged to have exerted a drag
on domestic investnent in the US. That is
however bridgeable by inflows of capital,
as long as the corresponding current
account deficit is manageable. An
altemative view is that savings responds 1o

inveshnent in a Key.nesian marmer.

5. Investnent danand is of course highly
volatile but this is regarded by n my as a
second-order problem.

6. Driver (1996) constructs such an index of
the capacity shnce for the UK based on
the cBI Industrial Trends survey.

7. It might appear that the argumant being
adopted is that fnms are bemg myopic rn
that they are not anticipating the long-run
benefits of the policies pursued. This is not
so; we do not argue that firms are myopic.
Hou/ever, since the timing and magnihlde
of long-run gains arc uncertain, it would
be irrational for firms to precommit to
irreversible investnent using only the
expected values of future profit
opporhmities. While it is rational for the
individual firm to delay inveshnent where
possible, this caution will postpone and
weaken any recovery. Options theory
provides an alt€mative way of analysing
this issue (Dixit and Pindyck 1994).

8. Driver (1996) shows that the reason why
firms have adopted a more cautious
approach to capital investm€nt is because
of inadequate expecied retum. This is a
hyb,rid variable capturing both expected
profitability and required profitability.
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Thus, firms have been restrained from
investing either because expected
profitability has been lower or because
increased risk has forced them to raise the
required or 'hurdle' rate of retum.
However, actual profrtability has
systematically improved in the 1980s.
There has been an upward hend in actual
profrtability. Thus, the pretax rate ofretum
for UK Industrial and Commercial
companies increased from 4.1 per cent in
1980 to 8.3 per cent in 1993. It is doubtfirl
whether firms continued throughout the
1980s to expect a decline in profitability
when actual data were showing a

systematic improvement. It therefore
logically follows that the reason for the
inadequate retum lies in a rise in required
profitability rather than a fall in expected
profitability.
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